Great South Run Volunteer Photographer
About Teenage Cancer Trust:
We make sure young people don't face cancer alone. We do it by helping young people and their
families deal with the many ways that cancer can affect your body, your mind and your life. We do it
in partnership with the NHS and by bringing young people together so they can support each other.
And we do it from the moment cancer is diagnosed until long after treatment is over.
At a glance:
We’re recruiting a volunteer photographer for this lovely fundraiser at the Great South Run, and we
want to be able to give supporters and participants the best possible experience, and that includes
capturing the atmosphere of the day, and that’s where you come in!
Time Commitment 2-4 hours 10am-1pm on Sunday 20 October 2019
Location: Great South Run course, Portsmouth
Responsible to: Charlotte Adams, Regional Fundraising Co-ordinator – South East
About you:
• Ideally, you’ll be a professional or talented amateur photographer, or a photography student
looking to develop your portfolio
• You have the ability to build rapport with supporters and young people with cancer
• You have an understanding of photography and some good experience of this type of work,
creativity and initiative to take the best possible shots
• You’ll be a friendly and approachable representative of Teenage Cancer Trust
• You’ll also need to have the ability to take direction where necessary, particularly when
working with vulnerable young people
What will I gain?
• Support from a dedicated member of staff in your role
• Joining a friendly volunteering community for an exciting charity
• Credit for photographs used online
• Experience from a unique opportunity to use your specific skill set in order to carry out an
essential volunteering role for Teenage Cancer Trust
How to apply: Email volunteers@teenagecancertrust.org or call 020 7612 0370 to have a chat about
the role. We will also ask to see a sample of some of your work; a link to a profile or portfolio.

